Proving ground has been a critical component in testing and validation for Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAV). Although quite a few world-class testing facilities have been under construction over the years, the evaluation of proving grounds themselves as testing approaches has rarely been studied. In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of CAV proving grounds by its capability to recreate real-world traffic scenarios. We extract typical use cases from naturalistic driving events leveraging non-parametric Bayesian learning techniques. Then, we contribute to a generative sample-based optimization approach to assess the compatibility between traffic scenarios and proving ground road structure. We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach with three CAV testing facilities: Mcity, Almono (Uber ATG), and Kcity. Experiments show that our approach is effective in evaluating the capability of a given CAV proving ground to accommodate real-world driving scenarios.
road and public road testing, serves as direct measure of CAV driving performance but are prone to the problem of insufficient encounter of rare and risky events. The middle level proving ground [7] , on the other hand, simulates real-world traffic environment in a reserved area with fully configurable physical assets and driving scenarios. Thus, proving grounds are ideal for testing CAVs as integrated systems with high fidelity while having controllable testing risk.
Traditionally, proving ground is widely used to test various performances of vehicles, for instance emission level, vehicle dynamics, advanced driver-assistance systems, design durability, etc. The long history of automobile industries and the testing requirement for an automobile product make conventional proving grounds widely available. Most of the conventional proving ground designs, however, can only test certain emission and durability performances of vehicles [8] , [9] and are not equipped with the capability of testing various CAV driving features [10] nor to test various driving scenarios or behavioral competencies relevant for CAV safety evaluation [11] . Several CAV proving grounds [12] - [17] are built to incorporate these additional CAV testing capabilities. Since massive investment is required for building testing facilities, an evaluation procedure is needed to assess their effectiveness to validate the CAV functionalities.
To date, we can not find work in the literature that provides a metric to assess the capability of a proving ground design in systematically evaluating a CAV system. Related work, for instance [10] , provides certain subjective criteria to assess the effectiveness of a proving ground based on a focused group discussion involving academia, industries, and government officials. In the work, it is prescribed that a CAV proving ground should have several components, including urban tracks, complex city road elements, rural roads, highway sections, weather manipulations, signal-jamming areas, etc. Other work, for instance [11] , suggests the testing should be capable of recreating common-case scenarios and challenging or corner-case scenarios based on a certain scenario lists, which can be manually defined or extracted from largescale driving data, to replicate various driving situations (e.g. weather, road conditions, etc) or behaviors of human drivers. A reasonable metric can therefore be derived by assessing how many scenarios a proving ground design can recreate and how fit the recreated scenarios are compared to their naturalistic occurrences in the real world.
In this work, we evaluate the baseline effectiveness of a CAV proving ground by its capability of accommodating small use cases, which can be effectively indicated by the similarity between proving ground road structure and recorded vehicle trajectories. In the literature, testing scenarios for autonomous driving are defined manually [18] [19] [20] , based on some heuristic rules (e.g. typical cases, corner cases, or dangerous cases) [3] , [21] , or derived from intelligence architecture perspective [22] . Due to the highly complicated and stochastic nature of real traffic, however, it is hard to empirically identify such a set that summarizes real-world traffic; driving scenarios could have uneven frequency of occurrence and various lasting time. An empirical set would be biased toward common scenarios while the rare or less intuitive ones should also be identified and considered just as essential. Therefore, it is necessary to extract a scenario set from naturalistic traffic data as our evaluation reference. Each instance of the set should be a representation of one particular type of driving scenario with equally assigned significance. The set then serves as a summary of recorded traffic behaviors. In this paper, we focus on scenarios where vehicles interact in proximity and generate statistically inferential trajectories. Specifically, we compose the evaluation reference with traffic primitives [23] , [24] that are extracted from naturalistic driving data using sticky HDP-HMM methods as fundamental building blocks of multi-vehicle traffic scenarios. The main idea is that a set of discrete traffic primitives can be composed to form a large variety of driving behaviors.
Given an extracted traffic scenario set, we propose an evaluation algorithm based on particle filtering that assesses the target proving ground's road structure compatibility with the trajectories of the extracted traffic scenarios. Road structures is considered as the most common and essential attribute of both CAV proving ground and human driving scenarios, and thus used as the major representation in our evaluation process. One challenge to find the compatibility between vehicle trajectories and the road structure is that we have no prior knowledge about the exact part of proving ground that should be involved in such evaluation. In other words, we need to identify a road structure portion that best accommodates the traffic scenario first. The problem can then be equivalently formulated as a global localization problem which positions a traffic scenario in the proving ground and maximizes its feasibility regarding the surrounding roads. To tackle such challenge, we propose a generative sample-based optimization method to simultaneously address the above two problems by finding a placement distribution of the traffic scenario. We develop a likelihood function based on Dynamic Time Warping [25] (DTW) distance to assess the geometry similarity between target trajectories and proving ground road structure. Finally, we apply our approach on three state-of-the-art CAV proving grounds and assess their effectiveness in terms of two metrics: scenario coverage and land efficiency. See 1 for an overview of our approach.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we formally define our optimization problem, followed by an elaboration of scenario extraction and clustering method in Section III and a proposed solution in Section IV. In Section V, we present evaluation results on selected CAV proving grounds. Section VI concludes this work with future directions.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Notably, one major challenge in proving ground design is the immutability of constructed physical roads. Unlike other elements in CAV proving grounds, such as traffic facilities and dynamic road users, physical roads are rarely re-configurable post construction. Thus, the testing road structure puts hard limitations on the possible test cases since real-world driving events implicitly include the specific surrounding road structure as an essential attribute. For instance, an high-speed turning can only happen at a long and curvy portion of a freeway. Consequently, the road map can be regarded as a proxy for evaluating the effectiveness of proving grounds considering equal the potential of applying other elements to create high-fidelity traffic environments. We refer to testing traffic scenarios that are enabled by a CAV proving ground's road structure as the baseline effectiveness . Due to the infeasiblity of complete testing on CAV systems [4] and evaluation directly based on the whole road map, it is natural for one to break enduring CAV tests into a variety of small and distinguished use cases, a.k.a typical scenarios for autonomous driving [26] , which will be explained next.
A. Extraction of traffic scenario set
We compose the reference for CAV proving ground evaluation by extracting traffic primitives from a set of M naturalistic driving events Y :
denoting state of the d th vehicle in event m at frame t, a full data frame can be written as
The driving event is then denoted as a time series
. Alternatively we write a recorded event as the set of whole vehicle trajectories
where y [m,d] := (s ) Tm t=1 denotes the full trajectory of the d th vehicle in the m th event.
We would like to partition each event in Y into individual driving scenarios. Specifically, we extract a scenario set Z :=
Notably, elements in Z do not overlap with each other. Then, we form the evaluation reference for CAV proving ground evaluation by clustering Z into K categories, each of which representing one particular type of real-world driving scenario. The evaluation reference is finally denoted as C :
denotes the classification function. See Appendix A for a summary of notations for representing traffic scenarios.
B. Testing capacity of CAV proving grounds
As mentioned previously, we evaluate a CAV proving ground by estimating the compatibility between its road structure with the events in evaluation reference. We treat such assessment as a localization problem; we try to find a best placement for each reference event in the target proving ground where the portion of road structure in proximity best accommodates the vehicle trajectories in that event. Notably, when searching for an optimal placement pose, we treat the multi-vehicle trajectory Z [q] ∈ Z as a rigid body and preserve the relative orientation of whole trajectories (z [q,1] , z [q,2] , . . . , z [q,D] ) for all D vehicles in Z [q] .
Additionally, we define the road structure of a CAV proving ground as R :
refers to the i th road, characterized by a sequence of knots r:
j ∈ R 2 denotes the coordinate of the j th knot in i th road.
Given the evaluation reference C, we then define the baseline effectiveness E := {E k } K k=1 of a CAV proving ground with road structure R as the expected maximum placement probability within each scenario category:
where x :=< t x , t y , θ > denotes the 2D transformation pose of target scenario trajectory within boundary G.
III. SCENARIO EXTRACTION AND CLUSTERING
The construction of our evaluation reference majorly follows the work of Wang et al. [27] on extracting and clustering driving primitives from naturalistic driving data. The main idea is to treat human driving data as observations generated from a sequence of hidden patterns which changes on a larger time scale; human drivers make decisions less frequently than the actual trajectories are recorded. The human driving style in each of a short continuous period should remain stationary and thus leads to a specific traffic pattern. Traffic patterns are jointly determined by the traffic environment, vehicle state, and driving sub-goals, e.g., keeping in lane, making lane change, and doing a fast passing. In this paper, we formally define a scenario as the temporal aggregation of continuous multi-vehicle data frames which jointly form a statistically inferable pattern that is determined by all human drivers involved.
Scenario extraction by traffic patterns naturally serves as the fundamental building blocks of human driving since they represent typical driving behaviors if viewed separately, and, if viewed as a sequence, compose complete and versatile driving trajectories. Thus, we model human driving process as a Hidden Markov Model, or HMM, to capture the underlying dynamics of driving patterns. Specifically, we treat driving events as observations and traffic patterns as hidden states. To accommodate unknown but finite and discrete patterns, we apply a Hierarchical Dirichlet Process, or HDP, as the prior for pattern transitions. Additionally, a parameter κ is introduced to control self-transition of hidden states. Hereby, we construct and solve a sticky HDP-HMM [23] , [28] , [29] to extract driving scenarios by collecting continuous data frames which share the same hidden state. Extracted driving scenarios are further clustered into K predefined categories and form evaluation reference C. We refer readers to [27] for a complete description and implementation of the sticky HDP-HMM model (Fig. 2) , and briefly explain the formal formulation here.
A. Human driving as HMM
We denote the hidden states in HMM as x t ∈ X , which symbolically represent the traffic patterns appearing in driving events. Traffic pattern transitions are characterized by transition matrix π where π i,j denotes the transition probability from state i to j, i.e.,
Observation y t is generated by the emission function F , i.e.,
where θ x is the emission parameter associated with hidden state x, ∀x ∈ X . Therefore, for a single driving scenario all observations z
t share the same hidden state, i.e., x
t Tq .
B. HDP as prior for hidden state transition
We apply Hierarchical Dirichlet Process to adaptively infer the number of hidden states, or the number of different traffic scenarios, in different driving events. Specifically, a discrete probability distribution G 0 is first drawn from a Dirichlet Process with parameter γ and base measure H as the common preference for all possible driving patterns which is explicitly written with sampled patterns {ω i } and stick-breaking weights {β i }:
δ ω is a mass concentrated at ω. Then, for each traffic pattern i, a transition distribution π i is sampled from a DP with G 0 as base measure and α as concentration parameter. Consequently, each transition distribution π i can be viewed as a variation of G 0 . Finally, parameter κ ∈ [0, 1] is introduced to control the expected self-transition of traffic patterns, as shown in Eq. (4).
IV. CAV BASELINE EFFECTIVENESS MEASURE
In this section, we propose to use a particle filter-based algorithm to solve CAV proving ground effectiveness as defined in (2) . Particle filtering [30] [31] [32] provides a computationally tractable solution for recursive Bayesian inference by maintaining a set of particles that are drawn from the estimated distribution. The particles are recursively propagated according to a predefined motion model, weighted using a likelihood function, and resampled according to the assigned weights. It is particularly useful in dealing with nonlinear systems in that it does not impose any requirement on the form of motion and observation models. Such flexibility triggers a common usage of particle filters with adaption to specific situations. For instance in human motion tracking, McKenna et al. [33] applies particle filtering with iterated likelihood weighting on partial samples to recover from uncertain human motions and imperfect motion models. Notably, one key advantage of particle filtering in localization problems is its ability to represent multi-modal probability distributions [34] . Such capability prerequisites our approach in that there could be multiple parts of the CAV proving ground that accommodates a traffic scenario, on which we have no prior knowledge. Additionally, particle filtering allows nonlinear observation models and enables realistic compatibility measures for traffic scenario and road structures. First, we rewrite Eq. (2) as follows:
We refer to e R (Z) as the scenario compatibility of Z with R hereafter. We treat Z from each cluster as independent samples that jointly form the population of C k . Thus, we solve Eq. (5) by repeatedly solving the optimization problem defined by (6) with each sampled scenario Z. We proceed by viewing the problem as a global localization of the scenario Z in proving ground G where the road structure best accommodates the trajectories. We assume that scenario Z is accommodated by a fixed part of the road structure R in area G if placed in a certain pose x * . Then, the maximization target p(x|R, Z) in (6) is treated as the posterior distribution of placement pose x of traffic scenario Z after observing the CAV proving ground R. We then view the target placement as an unobserved staticstate Markov process with the proving ground road structure as its observation. We assume that the state is subject to a dynamic process defined by a known stochastic motion model
where w t denotes a noise with known statistics. We then define
as the transition probability from
Additionally, we assume that the observed road structure R is generated from a stochastic observation model
where v t denotes a zero-noise with know statistics. We then define
as the observation likelihood function.
Remark 1 (Motion Model). Generally, the motion model takes action u t as a parameter and is written as f t (x t , u t , w t ). As such, the noise w t models imperfect motion sensor feedback, such as noisy encoder reading in robotics SLAM [35] , [36] . Under the static state assumption in our case, the randomness of state transition solely comes from the fact that the true state is initially unknown. Noise w t drives the exploration in state space G for an approximation of the target posterior p(x|R, Z).
Remark 2 (Observation Model). In the general form of HMM, the observation model captures the stochastic observation given a certain unobserved state; e.g., we normally treat sensors measurements as distributed in a certain range within the theoretical value. In our case, The observation model maps scenario Z with pose x t to the required road structure R. It is rarely possible, however, to find road structures in the proving ground that exactly fit the scenario trajectories. Thus, we interpret noise v t as a distortion that leads to sub-optimal road structures; we allow road structure R to approximately accommodate scenario Z with v t describing the discrepancy between them. The optimization objective is then embedded in the known statistics of v t . In this paper, we assume that larger discrepancy is associated with a lower probability p(v t ) and target at a solution of x that minimizes the discrepancy by pruning particles with low value of p(v t ) = L(R t |x t , Z).
The probability of such discrepancy will be calculated by the likelihood function (see IV-B) which directly compares the corresponding road structure R t and hypothesized placement pose x t , given the sampled scenario Z.
Applying Bayesian recursive estimation [30] , we write the update rule for estimating p(x|R, Z) as Eq. (11).
Since we assume an HMM with static state and observation, R 1:t reduces to R. Only the belief of x t is changing with each recursive update. Thus, Eq. (11) reduces to the actual update rule we use in our optimization approach as shown in Eq. (12) .
p (x t+1 |R, Z) denotes the proposal distribution, or prediction of x t+1 as shown in Eq. (12a).
We then implement a modified Bayesian bootstrap filter [30] to estimate the target distribution p(x|R, Z). We maintain a finite discrete set {x t (i)} N i=1 , or particles, to approximate p(x t |R, Z) at iteration t. At iteration t + 1, we pass each particle x t (i) from iteration t to the motion model f t and get the predicted state x t+1 (i) = f t (x t (i), w t (i)), where w t (i) is a sample drawn from a known statistics p(w t ). Each predicted sample is then assigned a weight according to the likelihood function q t (i) = L(R|x t+1 (i), Z). Finally, we generate the particles {x t+1 (i)} N i=1 to approximate p(x t+1 |R, Z) by sampling from predicted set {x t+1 (i)} with probabilities proportional to {q t (i)} N i=1 , i.e., ∀i, P {x t+1 (i) = x t+1 (j)} ∝ q t (j). Initial samples are drawn uniformly from solution space G for each attribute.
The algorithm recursively propagates particles across the solution space, updates them, and prunes erroneous ones with low-likelihood. The algorithm terminates when any of the following happens: 1) a maximum number of iterations T 0 is reached, 2) the highest sample likelihood reaches a threshold q, and 3) all samples converge to a local maximum. The last condition is indicated by a the mean sample likelihood approaching the highest sample likelihood by a ratio ρ c ∈ (0, 1) (see Algorithm 1 line 18). After convergence at iteration T , the optimal target e R (Z) is approximated by the weight of the most likely particle x * T , i.e.,
See Algorithm 1 for the complete process of computing the compatibility of a single traffic scenario Z with road structure R. For each scenario cluster C k , we repeat the above procedure for every scenario Z in C k , and calculate baseline effectiveness with respect to the k th scenario type as
See Algorithm. 2 for the workflow of evaluating CAV proving ground R with evaluation reference C. The data preprocessing will be discussed in Section. V-A.
A. Modified Bayesian bootstrap filter
One major change we made to the recursive update process is that only partial samples with the lowest likelihood are resampled in each iteration. The major motivation is that, in global localization problems, the initial iterations should focus on exploring solution space instead of pruning lowlikelihood particles. Given no prior knowledge of the optimal scenario placement, an aggressive convergence could fall into local maximum easily. Partial resampling allows most samples to explore within medium-likelihood area for potential highlikelihood poses, while "restarting" the worst particles allows exploration on a larger scale. McKenna et al. [33] also split the samples into two halves; one half is kept updated for high-likelihood region exploration while the other half updates much less frequently to take advantage of accurate priors and motion model. Our approach and theirs both update partial samples more often then the other. One major different is that, our approach still diffuse the preserved particles since we do not have prior knowledge to rely on, while they skip full iterations for these samples.
B. Scenario-Map Compatibility
In this section, we describe the likelihood function used in the recursive update (12) . Given road structure R of a CAV proving ground and scenario Z, the likelihood function L(R|x, Z) measures the quality of a 2D transformation pose x. As discussed previously, we use vehicle trajectories, the most transferable representation of real-world traffic, to evaluate the compatibility between transformed traffic scenarios and CAV proving grounds. In a traffic scenario Z uniformly sampled from Z, we denote the whole trajectory for the d th vehicle as
t ∈ R 2 denotes the GPS coordinate of that vehicle at frame t in homogeneous coordinates. With hypothesis pose x :=< t x , t y , θ >, we first construct a 2D 
for i = 1 to ρ r · N do 10:
Generate x t+1 (i) such that P x t+1 (i) = x t+1 (j) = q t+1 (j), ∀j Resample low-likelihood samples 11: end for 12: for i = ρ r · N + 1 to N do 13: x t+1 (i) = x t+1 (i) Preserve high-likelihood samples 14: end for 15: Calculate mean likelihood of the new samples q t+1 = 1
Store most likely sample {x * t+1 , q * t+1 } 17:
19:
T ← t 20:
return {x * T , q * T } 21: end function Algorithm 2 CAV proving ground evaluation 1: function BASELINEEFFECTIVENESS(C,R) 2: PREPROCESSING(C,R) 3: for k = 1 to K do 4:
see Algorithm 1 7: end for 8:
end for 10:
Then, we generate the trajectory with hypothesis placement x p [d] by transforming the vehicle's whole trajectory according to x
Now we would like to examine how road structure R accommodates x p [d] . Since R and vehicle trajectory p [d] are collected from real-world data independently and represented using a sequence of 2D coordinates, diverse resolutions are expected. Different geometric distances between consecutive points will bias the compatibility measure. Thus, we first unify their resolution by constructing an binary occupancy grid M over the proving ground boundary G and register both R and x p [d] with grid M. In specific, we define a data unification function η that maps an arbitrary 2D point sequence {p n } N n=1 to a sequence of positions in grid M with the same length as shown in equations (17) .
where η(p) = p n λ x λ y N n=1 (17a) λ x and λ y are grid sizes along x-aixs and y-axis. · refers to rounding down. Applying (17) to both road structure R and transformed vehicle trajectory x p [d] , we let η(R) and η( x p [d] ) denote their unified representations with same resolution. Notably, η(R) is generated by applying η to each road
Now, we evaluate the compatibility of trajectory η( x p [d] ) and proving ground road structure η(R). Since we are searching for a placement of the trajectory p [d] where it is best accommodated, we can intuitively assess the compatibility between η( x p [d] ) and η(R) by the proportion of η( x p [d] ) that exactly overlaps η(R). However, we design a more flexible metric to allow approximate accommodation with some distortion added to road structure R as discussed in Remark 2. Notably, the scale of an extracted traffic scenario is often smaller than that of a CAV proving ground. Thus, we proceed by first extracting a segment of R, or matching road segments, that will most likely accommodate η( x p [d] ); an intuitive choice is the collection of pixel-wise nearest neighbors of transformed trajectory η( x p [d] ) in road structure η(R). Let η( xp[d] ) denote the matching road segment of x p [d] in R registered with grid M, we have Fig. 4 for an illustration of finding matching road segments.
Dynamic Time Warping [25] , [37] , [38] distance, or DTW distance, is used as the measure for sequence dissimilarity between the discrete transformed trajectory and its matching road segment. Given two sequences X and Y of length |X| and |Y |, the DTW problem aims to find a warp path W = w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w K , where w k = (i, j) denotes a path from the i th element in X to the j th element in Y , such that the
We use Euclidean distance for d(·) in this paper since we are evaluating two sequences representing physical locations. Denoting the optimal warping path for minimizing DTW distance as W * , we define DTW feasibility ξ ∈ [0, 1] of the d th vehicle trajectory under placement pose x as
The measure defined above first finds the DTW dissimilarity between a transformed trajectory p [d] and its matching segment in road structure R registered with occupancy grid M. The outcome is normalized by trajectory length to represent the proportion that fails to match. We then define DTW feasibility as the non-negative matching ratio. Finally, we define likelihood function as the mean DTW feasibility of all single trajectories in scenario Z under the same placement pose x
V. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we describe the naturalistic driving data and the traffic scenarios extracted from them. Then, we perform experiments using models of CAV proving grounds to investigate the effectiveness of our approach and finally present evaluation results on real CAV testing facilities.
A. Scenario Preparation and Proving Ground Data Collection
We adopt the naturalistic driving data used by Wang et al. [27] . The driving events are collected by the University of Michigan Safety Pilot Model Development (SPMD) program by University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) [39] . The SPMD program deployed approximately 3, 500 vehicles equipped with Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) in Ann Arbor, MI for more than 3 years and record vehicle trajectories when the distance between two vehicles are within 100 meters. Totally |Y| = 976 dualvehicle driving events which last for more than 10 seconds are extracted from SPMD database. Applying the sticky HDP-HMM as summarized in Section III, we ended up with 4, 126 extracted traffic scenarios. We further select |Z| = 2, 476 scenarios where at least one vehicle trajectory is longer than 5 meters and cluster them into K = 5 predefined categories. See Fig. 3 for category definition and sample scenarios.
When choosing existing CAV proving grounds for demonstrating our approach, we select those that 1) are dedicated for testing self-driving technologies, 2) have road map logged on Open Street Map 1 (OSM) and satellite image available via Google Maps Static API 2 , and 3) are not military facilities. Based on these criteria, we choose Mcity, Almono, and Kcity as our target CAV proving grounds. We export their road map R from OSM in GPS coordinates. In data preprocessing (see Algorithm 2 line 2), for any geometry data s ∈ {R, Z [1] , Z [2] , . . . , Z [Q] } in GPS coordinates, we apply sinusoidal projection with mean longitude of s as central meridian [40] to reduce distortion. See Fig. 3 for example scenarios and projected proving ground road structures. All roads and trajectories are linearly interpolated to have a resolution of one meter.
B. Implementation of Bayesian Bootstrap Filter
As discussed in Section IV, the stochastic motion model (7) drives the exploration of samples in the solution space to search for optimal placement. Due to static state assumption, the motion model becomes essentially a diffusion model. In this paper, we define the diffusion process as Gaussian diffusion
where w t,x , w t,y , w t,θ are sampled from zero-mean normal distributions with σ x , σ y , σ θ as standard deviation, respectively. We take σ x = σ y = 8 m, σ θ = π/2 rad in the experiments. Additionally, we decay the diffusion variances exponentially when the best sample weight exceeds q d = 0.5 to achieve a final convergence. Specifically, let t denote the iteration index, we write the decay factor γ t at iteration t as
where λ 0 = 1e − 3 is the natural decay factor and α = 5e − 6 is the exponential base. I[·] refers to binary indicator function. Solution space G is defined as the smallest bounding box that closes all proving ground roads.
In resampling step, we take ρ r = 0.6 to preserve approximately the best 40% particles in each update iteration. For algorithm termination, we take ρ c = 0.8 to indicate a convergence to local maximum when the mean sample likelihood reaches 80% of the best sample likelihood; i.e., the sample population is so concentrated that improvement by exploration is no longer expected. The algorithm also terminates when the weight q * t of most likelihood sample x * t reachesq = 0.9. The maximum iteration number is T 0 = 300.
We take λ x,y = 2m as the grid size for occupancy grid M along both xand y-axis. When calculating DTW feasibility ξ (see Eq. (20)), we use the python implementation of FastDTW [25] to calculate the DTW distance ||·, ·|| W * DT W . The window parameter is not constrained.
C. Benchmark Results on Existing CAV Proving Grounds
In this section, we present the benchmark result of our approach on three of the world-class testing facilities dedicated for CAV: Mcity, Almono, and Kcity. Since we are using particle-based approximation for the placement distribution of traffic scenarios, the accuracy of such approximation is affected by the quantity of particles N . As we increase the sample size N to infinity, the estimated placement distribution should converge to the true value. Thus, we first run our evaluation approach with a random subset of traffic scenarios and keep increasing the sample size until the compatibility metric only changes by less than 1%. The final sample size we pick are 500, 500, and 800 for Mcity, Almono, and Kcity respectively. This choice is consistent with the fact that Kcity (88 acres) is approximately double the size of the other two facilities (32, 42 acres for Mcity and Almono respectively), leading to a significantly larger solution space. Then we perform the full baseline effectiveness benchmark on all selected proving grounds with all extracted traffic scenarios as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The average compatibility tested on all scenarios are indicated by horizontal dashed lines. The bar plots show baseline effectiveness on each of the five scenario categories. We observe that all three proving grounds demonstrated similar overall testing capabilities with various specialties, which will be discussed in case studies. Fig. 6(b) shows a histogram of individual scenario compatibility e R (Z) in each scenario category C k with all three proving grounds. In all scenario category-map combinations, we observe normally distributed compatibility scores, whose arithmetic mean yields a feasible approximation E k to baseline effectiveness E k as defined in Eq. (14) .
We also propose two metrics based on the previous benchmark results. First, we calculate the scenario coverage score by computing compatibility score e R (Z) among all driving scenarios. Scenario coverage evaluates the overall testing capability of a proving ground. Second, we calculate the land efficiency by normalizing scenario coverage score by CAV proving ground size. The results are normalized with respect to Mcity scores and summarized in Table I . We observe that despite occupying the least area, Mcity achieves the highest scenario coverage and yields the highest land efficiency. 1) Case study #1: Interaction with crossing trajectories. As shown in Fig. 6 , scenarios where the two vehicle trajectories are likely to intersect (k = 1, 2) are well-supported by Mcity, Almono, and Kcity. All three proving grounds achieves baseline effectiveness of ∼ 0.85 when the interaction is light, since such scenario can be properly accommodated by a large variety of road structures as long as two roads intersect each other. Besides, all three proving grounds has less support for scenarios with strong vehicle interaction, since certain types of intersections are required. With a higher demand of vehicle interaction, Mcity has the best support because of its versatile road types (highway with ramps, intersections with various angles, roundabouts, etc.) despite that it has the smallest area. Other two proving grounds, on the other hand, provide less support since their road types are limited. In Almono, most blocks are square-shaped and and have approximately the same size. In Kcity, the versatility of intersections is comparable to those of Mcity. See Fig. 7 for a qualitative example. Notably, at iteration 5, a satisfactory placement for the testing scenario is found in Mcity, yielding a sharp decay in diffusion variance, shortly before a placement with saturated weight (0.92) is found at iteration 11. Finally, Mcity provides the best accommodation with a intersection formed near a freeway.
2) Case study #2: Interaction with parallel trajectories. Another important class of driving scenarios happens on the same road or parallel roads (k = 4, 5). Examples include highway platooning, merging, following, and driving in opposite directions. As shown in Fig. 6 , all three proving grounds provides satisfactory support for single-lane interactions with at least ∼ 0.81 baseline effectiveness score. Almono and Kcity performs slightly better than Mcity since they occupy more space and are more likely to accommodate long or highspeed scenarios. For scenarios where two vehicles driving in different lanes or roads, more flexible combinations of road structures are necessary. As such, all proving grounds provides less support while Mcity still performs the best. See Fig. 8 for qualitative examples. Mcity contains a ramp with very similar shape with the trajectories, and thus best accommodates the testing scenario. The lack of such road type in Almono and yields to a low score. In Kcity, although several highway merges and ramps exist, none of them creates the specific merging or splitting angle as required by testing scenario. However, Kcity still approximately support the scenario with a road segment with similar curves with desired trajectories.
3) Possible improvements #3:
We also identify some possible future work of our approach. First, the construction of evaluation reference and proving ground description with highdimensional driving data is desired but remains a challenge. In this paper, we evaluate the effectiveness of CAV proving grounds based on static geometric information, a necessary yet general representation for driving scenarios. Under such setting, we apply a sticky HDP-HMM model to segment driv- ing events and used predefined clustering metrics to construct the evaluation reference. Such method can be computationally intractable for high-dimensional driving data. Ideally, a traffic scenario should have a comprehensive list of attributes (road elevation, traffic facilities, traffic rules, etc.), more vehicles, dynamic information (e.g., trajectory feasibility considering real vehicle dynamics), and so on. However, it remains a challenge to model, segment, and cluster high-dimensional time sequences. Advances in these areas prerequisite the usage of a evaluation reference with higher fidelity, which will influence the evaluation results on selected testing facilities.
Second, a better road structure representation is desired. In this paper, we follow the road descriptor by OSM, where the physical information is simplified to nodes and links; i.e., lane number, road width, and elevations are neglected. With more descriptive representations (e.g., Lanelets, [41] ; Lanelet2, [42] ), the evaluation reference will capture real-world driving behaviors more realistically and lead to assessments with higher fidelity. In such case, the likelihood model should be adapted accordingly.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed an evaluation algorithm and metric for evaluating the testing capability of CAV proving grounds using a generative sample-based optimization approach. This paper presents the first attempt to systematically evaluate CAV proving grounds with respect to naturalistic logged driving data. Our approach directly utilizes the expected uses cases as the evaluation reference and hence provides solid connection between proving ground performance of CAVs and their expected public street performance. We present our evaluation approach on three world-class CAV proving grounds and evaluate their capability to accommodate real-world driving scenarios. Based on the evaluation results, we have quantitatively shown the overall testing capability of the three proving grounds as well as their land efficiency. CAV proving ground remains an essential, highly valuable, yet costly component of the validation of self-driving technologies. We believe that when the effectiveness of testing approach itself is verified, the corresponding testing performance brings a higher level of confidence for public street deployment of CAVs.
APPENDIX A NOTATIONS FOR REPRESENTING TRAFFIC SCENARIOS

Notation
Meaning
Recorded driving scenario set. Extracted driving scenario set.
